End User Computing with VMware View™ and Brocade VCS™ Technology

Scalable virtual desktops with Brocade VDX™ products for simplified, cloud-optimized networking

Introduction

Today, personal computing is transforming to serve a user-centric world. This new world order requires information to be available ubiquitously, to be accessed from anywhere at anytime. An Information Technology (IT) infrastructure that can support user-centric computing requires speed, reliability, security, and native support for an array of popular mobile devices. A common look and feel across all these devices is vital for user productivity. VMware View software is designed to present devices to mobile devices. A common look and feel across all these devices is vital for user productivity. VMware View software is designed to present that unique desktop to all devices so the same user experience can be delivered.

This paper highlights a VMware View 4.6 solution built on Brocade breakthrough Ethernet fabric networking, using fast and affordable servers and storage.

Business Benefits of VDI

Organizations of all sizes can derive many benefits from deploying a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI). Included among the benefits are:

- **Increased user productivity** with easy and uniform access to all applications and data using different devices from office, home, and mobile locations
- **Desktop client security** to prevent the outflow of sensitive information via data leakage or the loss of a laptop or tablet
- **Higher IT operational efficiency** from the lockdown of software and desktop configurations and the ability to manage all virtual desktops remotely from a central site
- **Lower total cost of ownership** from savings in space and power consumption and from lower network, server, and storage CapEx and OpEx costs
- **Increased IT agility** as virtual end user computing empowers business to deliver IT functions faster and with shorter refresh cycles.

Challenges

In order to deliver on the benefits of virtual desktops, IT needs to address a unique set of challenges. These include:

- **Maintaining desktop performance** to meet user expectations that virtual desktop response times will be equivalent to their personal desktops or laptops
- **Securing client access** and preventing data loss and leakage while giving the user the freedom to access applications and data – at any time, from anywhere, using any device
- **Ensuring business continuity** while building out the end-to-end high performance network required for a wide-scale VDI deployment – “rip and replace” and proprietary solutions can have a negative impact on customer services
- **Boosting business productivity** and finding ways to cut costs on existing IT expenditures so that resources are available to invest in new functions to drive further productivity.

The Brocade-VMware Solution

The Brocade-VMware solution deploys VMware’s innovative virtual end user computing on the Brocade® VDX™ family of data center switches and Ethernet fabric, with converged network adapters (CNA) on the servers. VMware View enhances the reliability, availability, and security of the virtual desktops being deployed. The security server includes a PCoIP secure gateway to enhance desktop security. The high-performance Ethernet fabric is critical to delivering the required response times when virtual desktops are started in the ESX servers and when the applications process and save data onto the storage arrays. Brocade VDX switches use VCS technology to provide a flat, high-performance network that can scale horizontally and seamlessly on demand. Deployment of VMware View on this network brings best-in-class performance. The Brocade VDX switches include distributed intelligence to simplify network configuration and reduce management time as the virtualized environment grows.
Solution Architecture

The following diagram provides an overview of the Brocade-VMware reference virtual end user computing solution.

Advantages of the Brocade-VMware Virtual End User Solution

The Brocade-VMware solution is uniquely architected to turn VDI challenges into business advantages. By utilizing the Brocade-VMware solution, organizations are able to:

- **Enable performance and scalability** as Brocade and VMware provide the price/performance, end-to-end VDI and network products to allow users to build high-performance wide-scale VDI solutions. VMware View optimizes the provisioning and deployment of desktops using features like Integrated Application Assignment, Tiered Storage, and Single Sign ON (SSO). Unlike classical, hierarchical Ethernet architectures, Brocade Ethernet fabrics provide higher levels of performance, utilization, availability, and simplicity with 600ns port-to-port latency. Brocade CNAs are fully featured 10 GbE NICs that provide stateless networking offloads such as TCP checksum and segmentation offloads for improved performance and more efficient CPU usage. Brocade CNAs support Virtual Machine Optimized Ports (VMOPs) to offload the hypervisor of essential virtual switching tasks, such as incoming packet classification and sorting tasks, helping to reduce latency and improve throughput while freeing CPU cycles. Brocade CNAs drive throughput of 500K IOPs per port. Other advanced features in the CNA and Brocade VDX switches, such as stateless networking.
offloads and active-active connection, provide even higher performance and throughput.

- **Provide security** with powerful, validated functions from best-of-breed vendors enabled via VMware View PCoIP security gateway, which allows secure connections to the desktops with stronger authentication without VPN connections. The solution protects the virtual desktops from malware and viruses. Brocade ServerIron® ADX Security Shields can be added to deliver wire-speed multi-gigabit-rate protection from Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed DoS (DDoS).

- **Ease migration** as Brocade and VMware products are built on open standards and validated for interoperability with leading server, storage, and network vendors. This allows customers to leverage their existing infrastructure for VDI without resorting to a “rip and replace” and proprietary solution. In addition, Brocade support for multiple protocols (such as TRILL, DCB, iSCSI, NAS and FCoE) and “pay as you grow” modular upgrades allow organizations to expand and use new technology and products at their own pace and budget. VMware View is fully compatible with vSphere, and View is tested and certified for all the major host operating systems.

- **Drive lower TCO** as the solution utilizes best-of-breed products built on the strengths of two companies that are market innovators. The solution utilizes a virtualization platform with VMware vSphere and View in conjunction with the Brocade VDX 6720 family of data center switches and the best options from leading compute and storage vendors. Organizations can choose the best options to realize the best ROI at the lowest TCO.

**Scalability and Flexibility of the Brocade-VMware Virtual End User Solution**

The solution is built on a highly scalable pod architecture enabled by Brocade VCS technology. A single pod is pre-tested to host up to 1,000 virtual desktops. Multiple pods can be connected together using up to 80 Gigabits per second (Gbps) Inter-Switch Links (ISLs) between switches to quickly scale out the solution as necessary.

**Key Solution Products**

The following are key products in the Brocade VMware End User Computing Solution:

- VMware View 4.6
- VMware vSphere 4
- Brocade VDX 6720 Data Center Switches
- Brocade CNAs
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